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Abstract
We consider two optimization problems for cellular telephone networks, that arise in a recently
discussed ITU proposal for a trafﬁc load model. These problems address the positioning of base
stations (on given possible locations) with the aim to maximize the number of supplied demand nodes
and minimize the number of stations that have to be built. We show that these problems are hard to
approximate, but their Euclidean versions allow a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS).
Furthermore, we consider other related optimization problems.
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1. Introduction
The demand node concept has been used recently as a simpliﬁed trafﬁc load model
for cellular networks, see, e.g., [12,14]. A proposal for a standardization of this model
is currently discussed by the International Telecommunication Union [9]. In this model,
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so-called demand nodes are used to describe the arising phone trafﬁc quantitatively. A
demand node represents the center of an area with a certain teletrafﬁc demand. Each node
stands for the same portion of trafﬁc load. Densely populated areas, hence, will lead to large
numbers of demand nodes, while rural regions have a sparse distribution of nodes.
One of the main problems to be solved during a network design stage is to solve the
question how to position the base stations. Typically, one has to select a base station con-
ﬁguration from a set of possible conﬁgurations such that an optimum quality of service is
achieved, i.e., as much as possible of the trafﬁc is served while interferences have to be kept
to a minimum. In the demand node model, this will usually mean that nearly all demand
nodes have to be supplied, where the meaning of “supplied” may depend on a number of
parameters.
We believe that while standardization of the demand node concept is still discussed, it
is important not only to have simulation and planning tools [13] but also to have precise
results about (non-) solvability and (non-) approximability of combinatorial problems that
arise in this model. In the present paper we consider the following optimization problems:
1.1. Maximize number of totally supplied nodes (MAX − TSN) [10]
Given are a set N of demand nodes (DN), a set B of potential locations for base stations
(BS), a budget k ∈ N and an interference factor  ∈ Q with > 1. Furthermore, for every
i ∈ B and j ∈ N , numbers ui,j ∈ Q+ and ti,j ∈ {0, 1} are given with the following
meaning: The number ti,j expresses if a demand node is supplied by a base station; more
precisely, DN j is supplied by BS i if and only if ti,j = 1. The number ui,j gives us the
intensity of the signal of BS i in DN j (if we would build this station).
If DN j is supplied by BS i, we say that it is totally supplied by BS i if and only if the
corresponding signal in DN j is essentially stronger than the sum of all other (interfering)
signals in this demand node, formally:





Now the aim is to ﬁnd a collection of at most k base stations, such that the number of totally
supplied demand nodes is maximal.
1.2. Minimize number of base stations (MIN − BS)
Here we have almost the same situation as in the problemMAX-TSN, with the difference
that a number  is given instead of the budget k. The task is to ﬁnd a minimum number of
base stations such that at least  demand nodes are totally supplied.
Hence, in both problems we consider interferences with signals from other base stations
as they appear, e.g., in the present TDMA-basedGSM systems aswell as in the IS-95 system
or in future UMTS networks that rely on the CDMA technology.
It is known that the above problems are (as decision problems) NP-complete. We ﬁrst
show that their optimization versions are even hard to approximate (improving a result
for MAX-TSN given in [10]). Our hardness result builds on the recent characterization of
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the class NP by so called probabilistically checkable proofs (PCP), leading to strong non-
approximability theorems for MAX-CLIQUE [3]. We show how MAX-CLIQUE reduces
to our problems in such a way that the approximation ratio is preserved. This shows that to
compute approximate solutions for MAX-TSN and MIN-BS is unfeasible; hence in order
to be able to construct efﬁcient algorithms for practical applications, we have to restrict the
model in an appropriateway. In this paper,we consider the Euclidean versions ofMAX-TSN
and MIN-BS, deﬁned as follows:
ByMAX-ETSN (MIN-EBS, resp.) let us denote the subproblemofMAX-TSN (MIN-BS,
resp.) where we make the following assumptions:
• The demand nodes and the base stations are located in the Euclidean plane.2
• The activity of the base stations is local (i.e. the intensity of the signal is 0 outside a
range of action D).
• There exists a minimal distance d between different base stations that have to be built.
We want to stress that in reality, all these assumptions are certainly given; hence these
subproblems still capture the needs of practical network optimization.
A result of this paper is that the Euclidean problems have polynomial-time approximation
schemes, i.e., for any given approximation ratio r, there is a polynomial-time approximation
algorithm. The algorithms we construct use a reﬁnement of a technique developed by
Hochbaum and Maas [8], the so called shifting strategy.
In Section 5, we additionally deﬁne and examine two problems where by deﬁnition we
neglect interferences. These problems concern the planning of base station conﬁgurations,
not the selection of a particular (optimal) conﬁguration out of a set of possible conﬁgurations.
The algorithms we obtain are useful in a ﬁrst stage of approximate planning of a cellular
network.
2. Non-approximability results
We consider undirected graphs without self-loops. A clique is a subset C of nodes of a
given graph such that every two different vertices in C are joined by an edge. The maxi-
mization problem of ﬁnding a clique as large as possible in a given graph is denoted by
MAX-CLIQUE (of course the cost of a clique C is its cardinality). The size of a given
MAX-CLIQUE-instance is the number of nodes of the corresponding graph, the size of an
MAX-TSN-instance is the number of demand nodes.
Let h(n)1. We say that an algorithm A is an h(n)-approximation algorithm for a max-
imization problem , if the solution produced by A for an input of size n is at least the
optimal solution divided by h(n). We say that an algorithm A is an h(n)-approximation
algorithm for a minimization problem, if the solution produced by A for an input of size
n is at most the optimal solution times h(n). In both cases, h(n) is called the approximation
ratio [1].
2 This assumption allows us to talk about distances so that we can identify the “neighbourhood” of a base
station. We do not assume the range of action to be a disc.
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Theorem 2.1. Let h : N→ N. If there exists a polynomial-time h(n)-approximation algo-
rithm A forMAX-TSN, then there is also a polynomial-time h(n)-approximation algorithm
A′ forMAX-CLIQUE.
Proof. The algorithm A′ works as follows. Given a graph G with n nodes, the algorithm
generates an MAX-TSN instance I which consists of n potential locations for base stations
and n corresponding demand nodes. I has the interference factor =2 and the budget k=n,
i.e., all possible base stations are allowed to be built. A demand node i is supplied by base
station j (i.e., ti,j = 1) if and only if i = j . We introduce three intensities of signals: a weak
signal of intensity 1/(8n2), a medium signal of intensity 1/(3n) and a strong signal of
intensity 1/(2n). Demand node j receives a medium signal from base station i if and only if
the nodes i and j are not joined. Demand node j receives a weak (strong) signal from base
station i if and only if node i is joined with node j and i = j (i=j , resp.). NowA′ simulates
the algorithmA on input I and obtains a collection B of (at most k=n) base stations. Finally
A′ determines the setD of demand nodes which are totally supplied by the collection B and
returns this set D.
The idea behind the construction of I is as follows. With each node i in graph G we
associate the pair (base station i, demand node i). A weak signal can be considered as
a negligible signal (we choose an intensity near to 0, since 0 is not allowed), i.e., it can
neither supply the demand node nor prevent (by interference) that the demand node is
supplied totally. A medium signal is too weak to supply the demand node, but it is strong
enough to prevent that the demand node is supplied totally. A strong signal can supply the
demand node and it prevents that the demand node is supplied by some other signal. Note
that demand node i can only be supplied by base station i. In this construction, a clique will
be represented by a set of totally supplied demand nodes.
Let G be a graph with n nodes, and let C be a maximal clique in G. We have to show
that A′ returns a clique of size  |C|/h(n) on input G. First of all observe that the size of
G and the size of I are equal to n. We want to estimate the number of demand nodes which
are totally supplied if we build all base stations i ∈ C (and only these). Note that demand
node i is supplied by base station i, for all i ∈ C. Moreover, demand node j receives a weak
signal from base station i for different i, j ∈ C, since these nodes are joined. It follows
that each demand node i ∈ C is totally supplied. Therefore, the number of demand nodes
which are totally supplied in an optimal solution of I is greater than or equal to |C|. Thus A
returns a collection B of base stations which suppliesm′ |C|/h(n) demand nodes totally.
We denote this set of totally supplied demand nodes by D. Since each demand node i ∈ D
is supplied, we obtain D ⊆ B. Since each demand node j ∈ D is totally supplied, this
demand node receives weak signals from all base stations i ∈ B\ {j}. It follows that the
nodes i and j are joined for all different i, j ∈ D. Thus with D we have found a clique of
size m′ |C|/h(n). It follows that A′ is a polynomial-time h(n)-approximation algorithm
for MAX-CLIQUE. 
So MAX-CLIQUE reduces to MAX-TSN. However, MAX-CLIQUE cannot be
well-approximated; more precisely, it is known that there is no (n1−ε)- approximation
algorithm for MAX-CLIQUE, unless every set in NP has a polynomial-time probabilis-
tic zero-error algorithm (i.e., NP = ZPP), and that there is no (n0.5−ε)-approximation
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algorithm for MAX-CLIQUE, unless every set in NP has a polynomial-time algorithm
(i.e., NP = P) [7].
Corollary 2.1. Let ε > 0.
(1) MAX-TSN has no polynomial-time (n1−ε)-approximation algorithm, unless every set
in NP has a polynomial-time Las Vegas algorithm (NP = ZPP).
(2) MAX-TSN has no polynomial-time (n0.5−ε)-approximation algorithm, unless NP= P.
Hence for any< 1 it is veryunlikely that there is a polynomial-time algorithmcomputing
solutions for MAX-TSN-instances such that, for each input of size n, the number of totally
supplied demand nodes is greater than or equal to the optimal number divided by n. This
improves a hardness result by Mathar and Niessen [10] who reduce MIN-DOMINATING-
SET to MAX-TSN and therefore, show that MAX-TSN is not approximable with ratio
(1 − ) ln n for any > 0. Our reduction from MAX-CLIQUE implies that MAX-TSN is
not approximable with ratio n for any < 1.
To show the non-approximability of the MIN-BS problem, we use the minimization
problem ECOVwhich is deﬁned as follows. Given a set I={1, . . . , n} and a list S1, . . . , Sm
of subsets of I, we have to ﬁnd a minimal collection C ⊆ {1, . . . , m} of list elements which
covers I exactly, i.e., I =⋃i∈CSi and Si ∩ Sj = ∅ for different i, j ∈ C. The size of the
ECOV-instance is |I | and the cost of the solution |C|.
Theorem 2.2. Let h : N→ N. If there exists a polynomial-time h(n)-approximation algo-
rithm A for MIN-BS, then there is also a polynomial-time h(n)-approximation algorithm
A′ for ECOV.
Proof. Given an ECOV-instance I = {1, . . . , n} with S1, . . . , Sm ⊆ I , the algorithm A′
constructs the following MIN-BS-instance. The number of base stations is m, the number
of demand nodes is n, the interference factor is = 2, and we require a solution where all
demand nodes are totally supplied, i.e., l = n. In this MIN-BS-instance only two different
intensities of signals will appear, namely a weak signal of intensity 1/4m2 and a strong
signal of intensity 1/2n. More precisely, demand node j receives a strong signal from base
station i if and only if j ∈ Si . Finally demand node j is supplied by base station i if and
only if it receives a strong signal from this station. In this construction a base station j
represents the set Sj , since it supplies exactly the demand nodes i ∈ Sj with strong signals.
A′ simulates the algorithm A on the constructed MIN-BS- instance, obtains a set of base
stations that have to be built and returns exactly this set.
To show that A′ is an h(n)-approximation algorithm for ECOV, we assume that C˜ is a
minimal solution of the given ECOV-instance. It follows that each demand node j is supplied
by exactly one base station i ∈ C˜, since I has an exact cover by the sets Si with i ∈ C˜.
It follows that all demand nodes are totally supplied if we build the base stations from C˜.
This shows that the minimal solution of the constructed MIN-BS-instance is at most |C˜|.
Therefore, A returns a solution C for the MIN-BS-instance such that |C| |C˜| · h(n).
It remains to show that C induces an exact cover of I. Observe that each demand node j
is supplied by exactly one base station from C, otherwise the interferences would prevent
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this demand node to be totally supplied. By the construction of the MIN-BS-instance this
means that for every j ∈ I there is exactly one i ∈ C such that j ∈ Si . Hence I has an exact
cover by the sets Si with i ∈ C. 
From [4] it is known that MIN-BS cannot be well-approximated; more precisely, it is
shown that there is no ((1− ε) ln n)-approximation algorithm, unless every set in NP has a
quasipolynomial-time algorithm (i.e., a deterministic algorithm running in time 2logdn for
some d). So we obtain the following consequence.
Corollary 2.2. Let ε > 0. MIN-BS has no polynomial-time ((1 − ε) ln n)-approximation
algorithm, unless every set inNP has a quasipolynomial-time algorithm (i.e., a deterministic
algorithm running in time 2logdn for some d).
Hence for each 0< 1 it is very unlikely that there is a polynomial-time algorithm
computing solutions for MIN-BS-instances such that, for each input of size n, a solution is
found where at most  ln n times of the optimal number of base stations is needed.
All in all we see that the problems MAX-TSN and MIN-BS cannot be approximated
efﬁciently. But experience from reality shows that we can make additional assumptions
about occurring problem instances. In the next section, we therefore consider the Euclidean
versions of both problems, where we additionally assume a maximal radius of activity for
each base station, and a minimum distance between different base stations.
3. A polynomial-time approximation scheme for MAX-ETSN
Say that a problem  admits a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS for
short), if for every rational number r > 1 there is a polynomial-time algorithm Ar that
r-approximates. The following algorithm constitutes such an approximation scheme for
MAX-ETSN. The idea bases on a technique by Arora [2] which constructs a PTAS for
Euclidean TSP.
Given are the sets N of demand nodes, B of base station locations, budget k, interference
factor  and variables ti,j , ui,j for every i ∈ B, j ∈ N .Additionally we assume that we have
a ﬁxed range of action with diameter D and a minimal distance d between base stations.
Let the set N of the given demand nodes in the plane be enclosed in the rectangular area
A.We ﬁx an integer l > 0, the so-called shifting parameter. This number will later determine
the approximation ratio of our algorithm. By increasing lwe will get better approximations.
(1) Fix a division of A into horizontal and vertical strips of width D, where each strip is left
(up) closed and right (down) open. By considering groups of l consecutive strips, we
obtain a grid of width lD. It is clear that there are l2 different such ways of partitioning
A into grids of width lD. We denote the shift partitions that result, by S1, . . . , Sl2 . Notice
that such a partition can be described by the coordinates of a single point in the plane.
Therefore, we can ﬁx a partitioning of A in polynomial time even if area A is large.
(2) Each partition Si consists of several squares of size (lD)2. Notice that the number of such
squares is possibly superpolynomial in the input size, but in this case almost all squares
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do not contain any demand node. Therefore, it sufﬁces to consider the small number
(polynomially bounded in the input size) of non-empty squares, i.e., squares containing
at least one demand node. This can be done efﬁciently because it is possible to keep all
demand nodes in a suitable data structure, such that the corresponding square can be
easily determined by the position of the demand node in the Euclidean plane. In each
such square s we delete all demand nodes that are located in the border-strips of width
D; thus we obtain a new square s′ of the same size but with no demand nodes located in
distance less thanD to the border. For 0j |B|wewant to solve the localmaximization
problem in s′ with budget j, i.e., we maximize the number of totally supplied demand
nodes in s′, where we are allowed to build up to j base stations in s′. We can do this by
exhaustive search, because we can build at most c=df 4(lD)2/(d2) base stations; this
follows by the simple fact that circles of radius d/2 around every base station are not
allowed to intersect because of theminimal distance d between two base stations.Amore
careful analysis shows that even 2(lD)2/(d2
√
3) is an upper bound on the number of
base stations per square; however, the only important point is that c is a constant. Thus,
for each square s, we obtain a (c+ 1)-dimensional vectorvs , where the jth component is
the maximal number of totally supplied demand nodes in s′ if we are allowed to build
at most j base stations.
(3) Now we have reached another optimization problem, which is a kind of knapsack-
problem. We are given a list L of (c + 1)-dimensional vectors vs = (vs,0, . . . , vs,c) of
natural numbers (one vector for each non-empty square s) and a maximal weight k (our
budget). We have to ﬁnd a total mapping f : {1, . . . , |L|} → {0, . . . , c} giving us for
each square, which contains at least one demand node, the number of base stations to be
built such that
∑
1 i |L| f (i)k and
∑
1 i |L| vi,f (i) is maximal. In other words, we
want to distribute at most k base stations to |L| squares, such that the number of totally
supplied demand nodes is maximal. Since the vi,j are small numbers, we can solve this
problem in polynomial time with the technique of dynamic programming as we describe
next (this technique is a slight modiﬁcation of an algorithm for the knapsack problem






f (i)|f : {1, . . . , j} → {0, . . . , c} and
∑
1 i j
vi,f (i) = v


for 0v |N | and 1j |L|.
So the functionW(j, v) gives us the minimal number of base stations located in the ﬁrst
j squares such that exactly v demand nodes can be supplied totally.
It is easy to see that the following recursive procedure determines these values: Let
W(0, v)=∞ for all 0v |N |. For 0v |N | and 0j < |L|, we set
W(j + 1, v)=min{W(j, v − vj+1,k)+ k′|0k′c}.
Therefore, we can compute all valuesW(k, v) in time O(|N | · |L|).
Now we can search the largest vmax such that W(|L|, vmax)k; this is the solution of
the knapsack-problem.
(4) For the base station problem this means that we can supply vmax demand nodes totally
if we build at most k base stations. Hence each partition Si induces a number of demand
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nodes being totally supplied by at most k base stations. Under all these solutions we
choose one having the largest number of totally supplied demand nodes.
Nowwewant to show that the relative error of this algorithm is atmost 4/l.Weﬁx an optimal
solution of the given problem instance I. On the one hand, for each demand node there exist
exactly 4l − 4 partitions in which this demand node is located on a border-strip. On the
other hand there are l2 partitions at all. By the pigeon hole principle we obtain that there
exists a partition S′ such that the following holds: At most a fraction of (4l − 4)/ l24/l
of the totally supplied demand nodes (of the optimal solution) are located on a border-strip.
If we delete all demand nodes on all border-strips of S′ we obtain a new instance I ′ of
our problem. It is easy to see that the solution for S′ obtained by local optimization (ﬁrst
optimize each single square, then solve the knapsack-problem) equals the solution for I ′
obtained by global optimization, because we have deleted all demand nodes located outside
a square and inside the range of action of a base station in this square. Thus base stations in
one square cannot inﬂuence demand nodes in another square. Therefore, if we carry out this
local optimization, we ﬁnd in polynomial time an optimal solution for problem instance I ′.
From the optimal solution for I we obtain a (not necessarily optimal) solution for I ′ if
we hide the (small amount of) totally supplied demand nodes located on the border-strips
of S′. This gives OPTI OPTI ′/(1− 4/l), which shows that our approximated solution is
near to the optimal solution. Since every optimal solution for I ′ induces a solution for I, we
have:
OPTI ′OPTI OPTI ′/(1− 4/l).
Therefore, at least for partition S′ our algorithm ﬁnds a solution having a relative error
4/l, hence the overall solution of the algorithm will not have a larger error.
Since the l in the above argument is a numberwhichwe can choose beforehand,we see that
for every approximation ratio r > 1 we obtain a polynomial algorithm for the MAX-ETSN
problem. Hence we proved the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. The problemMAX-ETSN admits a PTAS.
4. Approximating MIN-EBS in polynomial time
Let us now turn to the MIN-EBS problem. We take over the notations from the problem
MAX-ETSN, with the difference that , the minimal number of totally supplied demand
nodes, is given (instead of budget k). Since MIN-EBS is a minimization problem, where we
demand a certain amount of success (at least  totally supplied demand nodes), it is possible
that there exist problem instances which do not have solutions. Even if an instance has a
solution, it could happen that this is the only one, and in this case, every approximation
algorithm has to ﬁnd this optimal solution. So we cannot hope to ﬁnd an approximation
algorithm for this strong problem, and we have to weaken the requirement to supply at least
 demand nodes. Instead, we proceed as follows:
Starting from the PTAS for MAX-ETSN, for every ε we construct an algorithm Aε such
that the following holds: For every instance I, which asks for  totally supplied demand
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nodes and which has an optimal solution of b base station, our algorithm gives a solution
with b′b base stations and ′/(1+ ε) totally supplied demand nodes.
We now describe the construction of algorithm Aε: Let I be an instance with a set of
base stations B and a set of demand nodes N, such that b is the minimal number of base
stations which have to be built if we want to supply at least  demand nodes totally. Let Bε
be the approximation algorithm for MAX-ETSN whose solutions have a relative error ε.
On input I, algorithm Aε applies Bε on instance I with budget k= 1, . . . , |B| and obtains a
list of numbers of totally supplied demand nodes 1, . . . , |B|. Let i be the smallest number
with 1 i |B| such that i/(1+ ε). It follows that ib. Therefore, on instance I with
budget i, algorithm Bε outputs a collection of b base station which supply ′/(1+ ε)
demand nodes totally. Our algorithm Aε outputs exactly this solution.
The polynomial-time approximation algorithm above leads to the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let ε > 0. There exists an algorithm that, for any instance I of MIN-EBS
where b is theminimal number of base stations required to supply  demand nodes, computes
a solution with at most b base stations and ′/(1+ ε) totally supplied demand nodes.
5. Optimizing networks without interferences
5.1. A polynomial-time approximation scheme for base station localization
We deﬁne the following Euclidean optimization problem:
5.1.1. Minimize number of base station locations (MIN-EBSLNI )
Given a set N of demand nodes located in the Euclidean plane, the task is to compute
a minimum cardinality set of locations for base stations such that all demand nodes are
supplied; where here supplied means that the demand node is within distanceD from a built
base station.
In this problem we hence do not ﬁx a set of potential locations for the base stations; the
goal consists in computing these potential locations in an optimal way. On the other hand,
let us clearly point out that we do not take interferences of base station signals into account.
We next describe an approximation algorithm for the MIN-EBSLNI problem. The algo-
rithm given below is an immediate translation of the algorithm for the disk covering problem
presented in [8] to case of the Euclidean plane. Let l be any number.
(1) Let the demand nodes be enclosed in the plane in area A. As in the algorithm for
MAX-ETSN, construct shift partitions S1, ..., Sl2 , where each partition divides the plane
into a grid of squares of size lD × lD.
(2) For each partition Si , locally solve the maximization problem for each non-empty square
s in Si . The solution for Si then is obtained as the union of all base stations over all non-
empty squares s.
(3) Under all solutions for the different Si , choose the minimum.
This algorithm works in polynomial time, and solves the MIN-EBSLNI problem with
approximation ratio at most (1+ 1/l)2, see [8]. Thus we conclude:
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Theorem 5.1. The problemMIN-EBSLNI admits a PTAS.
For a similar analogue of our problem MAX-ETSN neglecting interferences (this might
be denoted byMAX-ETSNNI ) an approximation scheme can be given using essentially the
ideas of the algorithm given in Section 3.
5.2. A PTAS forMIN − EBSNI
Finally, let us again consider the problemMIN-EBS, but this time neglecting interferences
of signals from different base stations. In Section 4 we were not able to present a PTAS,
due to the particular structure of MIN-EBS, where we want to perform a minimization but
it can well be that a solution does not exist. When we do not consider interferences, we are
guaranteed that always some solution exists, and for this problem we are able to construct
a PTAS.
5.2.1. Minimize number of base stations w/o interferences (MIN-EBSNI )
Given is a set N of demand nodes, a set B of potential locations of base stations, and a
number . The task is to ﬁnd a minimum number of base stations such that at least  demand
nodes are supplied, where here, supplied simply means that the demand nodes are within
distance D from a built base station.
Note that here, in contrast to the previous subsection, potential base station locations are
given. Again, we present a polynomial-time approximation scheme.
(1) Let the demand nodes be enclosed in the plane in area A. As in the algorithm for
MAX-ETSN, construct shift partitions S1, ...Sl2 , where each partition divides the plane
into a grid of squares of size lD × lD.
(2) Fix a partition Si .We locally solve the following maximization problems for each square
s in Si by exhaustive search: For each number j compute the maximal number vs,j of
demand nodes in s that can be supplied, when we are allowed to build j base stations.
Here, base stations can be build either within s or within the border strips of neighboring
squares. Let us denote by U(s) the square s plus these border strips, hence U(s) is a
square of size (l+ 2)× (l+ 2). Hence, the task is to supply a maximal number of nodes
within s by building j base stations in U(s).
(3) Now we have a list L of (c + 1)-dimensional vectors vs = (vs,0, . . . , vs,c) of natural
numbers (one vector for each square s; c is a constant bounding the number of base
stations that can be built in a square U(s), see the description above of the algorithm for
MAX-ETSN). The entry vs,j gives us the number of nodes in s that can be supplied by
building j base stations inU(s). The problem we have to solve now is to choose for each
square s a number vs,j such that the sum of all these is at least , while the number of
base stations that have to be build (i.e., the sum of the j’s over all picked vs,j ) is minimal.
This is a knapsack problem which we solve using a dynamic programming approach,
analogous to the algorithm for MAX-ETSN.
(4) Finally, among the solutions for the partitions S1, ..., Sl2 we output the one with the
minimal solution.
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Let us analyze the error of this algorithm. Consider a problem instance I and an optimal
solution for I. Consider a square s of some partition, where in the optimal solution a number
of vs demand nodes is supplied. Suppose that for this, ms base stations have to be built in
s and m′s base stations have to be built in U(s) − s. Local optimization in s will therefore
not lead to more than ms + m′s base stations built in U(s) in order to supply vs demand
nodes. There are l2 partitions; over all partitions, each base station can be located at most
4l times in a border strip, hence, by the pigeon hole principle, there must be a partition
where the ratio of stations in border strips is at most 4/l. By the above, to supply vs nodes
in square s the local optimization leads to at mostms +m′s base stations. The sum of allms
over all squares s is OPTI , and there must be some partition for which the sum of all m′s
is at most 4/l · OPTI . The solution found in this partition can therefore be not larger than
OPTI (1+ 4/l).
Since l can be an arbitrary number, this algorithm gives us the following theorem:
Theorem 5.2. The problemMIN-EBSNI admits a PTAS.
6. Conclusion
Wepresented polynomial-time approximation schemes (PTAS) for the optimization prob-
lems MAX-ETSN, MIN-EBSLNI and MIN-EBSNI . Furthermore we gave a similar family
of algorithms for MIN-EBS. This means that for any approximation ratio r > 1 we wish,
there is a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for all four problems. One might ask
if there is a uniform approximation scheme, working for all ratios r with a runtime which
is polynomial in the input length and 1/(r − 1). This would mean that the problems have
a so called fully polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS), see [1]. However, for
the MIN-EBSLNI , MIN-EBSNI and MIN-EBS problems such stronger schemes cannot
exist (unless P = NP). For the MIN-EBSLNI problem, this is due to the fact that the cor-
responding decision problem is strongly NP-complete and optimization problems for such
problems cannot have a FPTAS [6, Theorem 6.8] (this was observed already in [8]). Since
MIN-EBSLNI reduces to MIN-EBSNI (given an instance of MIN-EBSLNI we construct
an instance of MIN-EBSNI by pre-computing all reasonable locations of base stations
and picking  to be the number of all demand nodes) and MIN-EBS (this is a more gen-
eral problem than MIN-EBSNI since possible interferences are allowed but of course not
required—just set  = 0 in the MIN-EBS-instance; hence the reduction immediately fol-
lows), the same holds here.We suspect that the decision version of MAX-ETSN is strongly
NP-complete as well, hence also for this problem, a PTAS as we presented here is the best
we can hope for.
It should be remarked that the algorithmwe gave above for theMAX-ETSN problem can
in fact be generalized: Our algorithm maximizes the number of totally supplied nodes. In
fact, “totally supplied” here can be replaced by any other, evenmuch stronger, condition—let
us call it super-supplied. As long as it can be checked in polynomial time whether a node
is super-supplied (by a given collection of base stations), our algorithm will produce an
approximate solution in polynomial time. This allows us, e.g., to take peculiarities of the
landscape (highways, skyscrapers, etc.) into account. Note that we used the fact that the
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rectangular area A is embedded in the Euclidean plane only to determine the positions of
base stations and demand nodes. None of the algorithms abovemakes any assumption about
a metric for the ﬁeld strength/interferences.
A similar modiﬁcation of our algorithm, specially suited for base station positioning in
cellular networks based on UMTS technology, was given [5].
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